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BHEK7

Black Hawk requires no introduction. He is one of the prepotent full horned 

blood bulls in the Hereford breed and has been a dominant breeding bull in 

many herds. He is an extremely free moving, low fault sire and does not miss. 

Some of the very top young females in our herd are sired by Black Hawk.

AEDK4

$40,000 sire purchased by Glenden Park - K4 has bred some beautiful young 

breeding females and we have retained a son (TCCN161) for use over stud 

females last year. Powerful data set and backed by a powerhouse breeding 

female in the Dawn B22 cow. Trait leader in 4 traits, leading calving ease data 

and a massive +6.8 EMA.

FSAK160

It's hard to find cattle that have high end muscle content and also excellent 

front end extension, Knockout is one sire with both - some lovely young 

females in our herd by this $52,000  Wodonga National Grand Champion. 

WNAG285

Outstanding sire here at Thornleigh - G285 has bred extra carcass and growth 

into his progeny. We have used a son L371 (Brisbane Grand Champion 2017) 

via AI after he topped our 2017 sale at $16,000. There are many good 

daughters also in this sale.

JENJ374

By the great breeding bull Mawarra Unique, J374 has been a truly great 

operator. He is a terrific doing bull - always in great shape no matter how 

hard the season is. He has maintained and improved a very solid set of 

numbers through 5 seasons. We purchased him in partnership with Don 

Woods and he's done 2 seasons each year. Some really good females in the 

sale. For sale at Lot 302.

SBDJ14

Junee J14 is a son of Ian Durkin's highest rated cow at the time A23 and was a 

bull with outstanding fleshing. We unfortunately lost him after 2 seasons and 

are only now realising the extent of our loss as his daughters start rearing 

calves - they are truly wonderful females - some of the top end cows in the 

sale.

TCCG338

Some of my favourite females in the herd are progeny of G338. They are as 

perfect in the udder and teat structure as any bull we've ever used and his 

sons were big, long an powerful. Many of our cattle show a trace of the great 

Mawarra Minerva 554 and he is one.

OCTL133

We were looking for extra carcass and depth of body and L133 ticked the box 

more than any we could find. He is moderate in his birth weight with high 

growth and muscle in his data. In the flesh, he is as deep as any and the 

progeny are as soft as we can breed them. He is for sale in this sale and we 

recommend him highly. For sale at Lot 301.

TCCN161

N161 is a carbon copy of his $40,000 sire Anzac K4 with an extra rib and 

maybe a frame score up - he is as long as a train and we would expect him to 

be a breeder of excellent females - there are a number of beautiful young 

females by Anzac K4 in this sale. He is for sale at Lot 300.

TCCN240

Used in the stud for the 2019 joining, N240 is a very long bodied, round 

topped bull with a lovely skin. Both his mother J200 and grandmother (F138) 

are in the sale and are high milking females. He sells at Lot 299.



TCCL371

Brisbane Grand Champion Bull in 2017 - L371 is a high carcass quality breeder 

and a short gestation specialist - he is in the top 2% for GL. His dam - H160 

(Lot 6) is at the pinnacle of our cow herd and has 2 other outstanding Black 

Hawk daughters in the sale - one an ET donor female (P256 - Lot 14).

TCCE341

We retained E341 for his outstanding carcass quality - the squarest made 

cattle we've bred with such ease of doing that the mix of high carcass quality 

and ability to put cover on has left a great legacy in the females he left us - 

they are great milkers and can add quality to any joining. An unsung hero in 

our female herd with many high worth daughters in the sale.


